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1. Make sure your car fridge is on and ensure that your smartphone is 
connected to 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi network. 
NOTE: This device works only on 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi® network. 
2、Ensure that the Bluetooth function of the mobile phone is enabled at the same time; 
otherwise, the device cannot be automatically searched.  
3. Download the QZsmart app from the App Store or Google Play™. 
NOTE: Authorize the app to access network and location services. 
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Add Device
1.From the Home Page, press "Add Device" or press "       "in the top right corner of the screen. (If 
you already have a device added to your account, the "Add Device" button will not appear.)

2.Connecting
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 The app will automatically search when Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are switched on, so you can add 
the corresponding product directly from the automatic search.
Step 1：Press  "Add Device" or press "       ".
Step 2：When the device is found, press Add. The Bluetooth function must be enabled during 
this process.  
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Step 4：Enter your router password.
Step 5：Wait for connection and click "NEXT".
Step 6：Once the device is added, you can use the menu to change  the name and location of the 
device. 
Step 7：When you are finished, click "Done". 
■Manual connection: Select your model from the device menu.
Step 1：Press  "Add Device" or press "       ".

5.For better WIFI connection, please reset the product WIFI before using it for the first 
time.You can disconnect the connection by turning off the switch of the refrigerator and 
simultaneously long pressing  "     " and   "     " on the control panel of the refrigerator for 3 
seconds and hearing one beep.
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Step 2：Select the corresponding product type and click the product diagram of the 
corresponding model
Step 3：After the product is shut down, press "Next".
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Step 6：Enter your router password.
Step 7：Click  "Confirm."   The next screen will say  "Connect your mobile phone to the 
device’s hotspot". 
Step 8：Click "Go to connect." This will take you to your phone’s  settings (or Wi-Fi list for 
Android). 
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Step 10：Navigate back to the QZsmart App. 
Step 11：Click "Next." Your smartphone will automatically connect. 
Step 12：Once the device is added, you can use the menu of the app to change the name of 
the device.
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■Follow the APP interface, there are detailed operation reminders in the APP interface, you 
need to follow the steps one by one；
NOTE: Connection may take up to 60 seconds.
*Once the device is added, you can use the menu of the app to change the name of the 
device.
 *When you finished, press "Done". 
NOTE: Your mobile device is connected to a 2.4GHz Wi-Fi network when pairing with the 
app.Please select the 2.4GHz network when selecting a Wi-Fi network on the app during 
setup.

Using the My App
The main interface can control the temperature of 2 compartments respectively;Set up the 
"LOCK"; Refrigerator switch. Click on "more features" in the lower right corner to set the 
switch of temperature unit, cooling mode, battery protection mode and refrigerator 
compartment.

Step 4： long pressing "     "and"     " on the control panel of the refrigerator for 3 seconds 
and hearing one beep，Press "Next". 
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How to unbind
A car refrigerator can only be connected to one mobile phone. 

Second method ：Removing connection with the app: Open the app and go to the device 
page. Click "       "in the upper right corner, and then click "Remove Device" at the bottom.  

Cautions
*There will be a delay in operating the machine on the mobile phone, about 1-3 minutes, 
please be patient.
*The language of the APP automatically switches with the language of the mobile system. 
*You can lock or unlock the control panel on the refrigerator by operating the APP lock 
icon. Please note that if you want to lock the refrigerator, please control it through the APP, 
the operation panel of the refrigerator does not have the function of locking and unlock-
ing.
*This product includes WIFI plus Bluetooth function. Bluetooth function can be used in 
non-wifi environment. If you need to use Bluetooth function, please be sure to connect 
WIFI successfully for the first time.  (Again, you must connect to WIFI first, otherwise you 
will not be able to use Bluetooth in non-wifi environments.)  

First method ：You can disconnect the connection by turning off the switch of the 
refrigerator and simultaneously long pressing  "     "and  "     " on the control panel of the 
refrigerator for 3 seconds and hearing one beep.  
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